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ANALYTICAL REVIEWS
VIEHMANN, IOSIF.
Contrlbu~lunl la cunoa~terea forma~lunl1or etalagmltice
din pe~terl. Dari de Seama ale edin alar Comltetulul

Geologic, Extras din vol. 42
Rumania, 1959.

1954-1955. p, 579- 10, Bucharest.

Speleothems have received much study since speleology first began to evolve as a Bcience. The most common types have been discussed many tlmes--stalactltes,
stalagmites, draperies, and flowstone--though only rarely with penetrating analysis. The more exotic and erratic forms,
of which de3auBsure has made.an extensive

classification (WESTERN SPELEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, Report
- '>1 -

of the

California-Nevada Speleological Survey Chapter 1. 1953.), have received Le aa attention except in the case of helictites,
'on:·.:which
detailed studies have been made (PRINZ, W. Les crystalllsations
des grottes de Belgique.
Soc. BeIge Geol .• Nouv. Mem. p. 1~90.
1909;
MOORE, G. Origin of helictites.
Nat. Speleol. Soc. Occasional Papers. #1, 16p. 1954. ). In the article reviewed
here,
Viehmann summarizes his observations
on erratic speleothems in
Rumanian caves and offers explanations. Among his findings are the
following:
Terminal deformations
and eccentric enlargements
of tubular
stalactites
can ariae from internal blockage
of the alimentary
tube by crystalline
or colloidal material interfering with the
equilibrium between drippage and evaporation. Local or increased
deposition results. Deviations are found also in stalactites in
which water has followed interior paths other than the central
canal.
Collared stalagmites
and columns come about when normal forms
are partly submerged
so that water surface deposition caD occur
around them as circular crusted strands.
Where deposition
continues by water descending down the outside of the stalagmites,
it builds upwards from the strand, thus flaring it. Viehmann goes
on to interprete crusted strands as water-surface deposits
building outward at various stages of water elevation. He does not discuss the planar excrescences,
or welts, that deSaussure finds
growing from column and flowstone fractures.
Erratic tubular columns (called "stylolites II b;y, Viehmannt but
not to be confused with the stratigraphic term lstylolitel1)
can
be formed by preferential evaporation toward the warmer parts of
a passage, or by dislocation of the floor before union.
"Anemo l;tes II are stalagmi tea deformed by air currents. They can
be brOUght about by increased growth windward where evaporation is
favored, or, in the presence of strong currents, leeward,
if the
drops at the tips are deflected.
Divergent or "t.vtn'' stalagmltes
can form when the basal crust
on which aome stalagmites grow slumps causing the structure
to
lean and a new vertical growth to form at the location of the original tip. Inclination and fracturing
of speleothems can occur
under displacement
due to subsidence, creep, etc. Deviation of
stalagmites also takes place with migration of the locus of drippage on the ceiling or changes in the ceiling topo~raphy,
8S with
extending draperies. The repor~ does not treat deviations due to
tilting of an entire cave unde r- more general earth movements.
Prof. Viehmann :concludes with a discussion of "anaat omf.t.es"and
eccentric 11 crystali tes '". His anastomi tes are irregularly-directed
helictitea, and crystalites are forms composed of single crystals.
He accounts
for their deviations
by: irregular distribution of
molecular layers of moisture on their surfaces; preferential deposition controlled by air currentsj impurities
in the nutrient
water; and equilibrium between evaporation and supply. preventing
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Eccentric
tubular
column and a
stalsctite
with terminal enlargement in Lehman Cave, Ne'\'8.da

ItCrystaliteslt
in Lost Soldier
Ca... , California (dog-tooth spar)

(Photos hy George Mowat)

drlppage.
He came to these conclusions
stain tests an active hel1ctites.

after making

a

series of

In reading this paper I W8.a impressed. by the wealth of forms
commanding attention and the wide scope of the subject of erratic
speleothems.
Prpf. Vlehmann has opened the doors to a treasury of
facinating and exotic cave features that demand concentrated
analysis which we look forward to viewing in future papers from the
Rumanian speleologists. My only serious criticism
is that he has
not drawn sufficiently from the observations of other workers.
In
this paper he has illustrated each type with careful drawings and
photographs.
I have added
here some American counterparts.
We
should encourage
an English translation of Vlehmann's paper, as
the Rumanian text rather limits its audience.
Arthur L. Lange, C.R.A.
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Helictites

and anthodites

of calcite

and. aragonite

CaveJ Nevada (Photo by George Mowat)

in Northumberland

An Emendation:

TORII, HAJIME S.

A consideration of the distribution of some troglobionts
of Japanese caves (I). Japanese Journal of Zoolog:,
vol. 12, #4, p. 555-584. March 1960.

In my review
of this paper (Cave Notes, vol. 2, #4, p. 28-29.
JUly/August 1960.) I cited an example that must be withdrawn
of
the very rapid evolution of a cave species.
The statement that a
troglobiontlc collembolan from the shafts of a coal mine
possibly
has evolved
from an epigean ancestor during the past
150 years
(the age of the coal mine) does not appear
in the published version of the paper. My review was based on a typescript.

Dr. Torii (personal communication,
Aug. 31, 1960.) states that
he has been informed that the mine in question is connected to an
old natural cave; hence, the possibility of very rapid trogloblenizatlon formerly attributed
to this species must be denied. He
- 44 -

maintains, however,
that there i9 ample evidenoe to support his
theory that several species of trogloblontlc mlllipeds
in lava
caves in Nt. Fuji have been derived from a common ancestor within
the

pae t 700. to

900 yea.rs.

Nell B. Causey,
Fayetteville, Arkansas

EDITORIAL
CAVE LISTS: SCIENCE OR PSEUDO-SCIENCE
Cave after cave has been "collected" and added to a general
list in the name of science. It is certainly time for science to
question the actual benefit of these lists.
Speleologists increasingly recognize that such lists lead to
damage and wreckage by the general public. Ten years ago, this
concept of damage was completely alien. Ten years from now, these
conservation principles will be firmly established by the present
trend. Unfortunately, the damage will then have been done. Can we
not act in advance for once instead of having later regrets?
At one time it was argued that lists did no damage. This view
can no longer be held in the face of accumulating evidence. The
cave list published in Missouri has led to much vandalism in the
caves mentioned,
while those omitted from the list are less vandalized. The New England lists have caused distinct damage. Here
in California,
the earlier works of the Stanford Grotto, although
pioneering in conservation, still went too far. The legacy of accelerating damage caused by that publication is with us today. As
a former member
of that group, I can personally attest to this
damage.
Too many "spe Le oLog lst.e" have found their only outlet in t he
compilation of cave lists. Too many persons incapable of original
scientific work find an outlet and, at present, ,a fame of sorts in
the indexing and publication
of cave lists. This is not to say
that lists have not been published by serious workers. West Virginia) Virginia, and Missouri) for example) have lists gathered
by such wor-ker-s
. Trie may still question their effect on the caves.
Many other lists appear to represent nothing more than a desire
to rush into print. The serious worker S110uld thinl{ twice before
associating himself with these projects.
All of these general lists are open to criticism for their damage to cave sites. For every valid study on cave distribution or
entrances, there are a dozen sites l::>stto geology, archeology,
biology, and the other natural sciences.
Today, these lists are often produced by public organizations
using public funds to do a, disservice to the public. Mariy of our
- 45 -

state recreation and mineral departments fall into this catagory.
Sometimes through lac]c of cave knowlege or because of vociferous
pushing, they are ill-advisedly pressured into spending excessive
funds in the publication of damaging cave lists. Those same organizations would be well advised to consult directly with local specialists and museums on the advisability of publishing cave lists.
The serious workers are not usually those clamoring for lists,
especially if they have studied caves for several years and become
aware of the problem of vandalism.
Today in the United States many cave lists are being
compiled.
These projects
should be carefully re-examined for their actual
rather than claimed scientific value. I firmly maintain
that
those of a general nature do not have enough advantages to outweigh their disadvantages.
It is time that serious organizations
and personnel raised a protest against the destruction
of their
field laboratories.
I suspect that this is also the case in other
countries. It 1s also time and past time that the conservation organizations entered the campaign against cave lists instead of remaining passive.
Admittedly, caves are a minor phase of conservation, but they are one of the most irreversible phases that we
have. Cave values are still largely unknown. Will we squander them
by publishing lists and rendering the situation permanent?
Raymond deSaussure,

*

*

*

*

*

*

C.R.A.

*

PROCEEDINGS
Nevada Cave Studies:
Reconnaissance and study of Nevada caves was resumed this summer by Arthur Lange in cooperation with the Nevada State Museum.
The neglected areas of southern Nevada were investigated,
in particular the region of karst springs of the Amargosa Valley. In
central ~evada a new discovery,
LeViathan Cave, was entered and
partially explored.
Leviathan Cave contains an entrance chamber
820 feet long, 300 feet wide, and over 100 feet high with numerous
passages leading inward. The cave exhibits a variety of impressive
speleothems and solution features which will call for much additional field study. Harry Wuner and G. Stanley Brink of Stanford
Research Institute also participated in the leViathan Cave exploration.
Secretaryls

Note:

At a recent meeting of Cave Research Associates, Nell B. Causey
and Willis J. Gertsch were elected collaborators.
Dr. Causey, of
Fayetteville, Arkansas, is well J{no~m for her studies of diplopods.
Dr. Gertsch,
who has worked extensively
on the cave spiders of
North America, is curator of the Department of Entomology
at the
American Museum of Natural History.
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At the same meeting James F. Quinlan, Jr. was elected staff
member, and the following officers were chosen to serve for the
year beginning October 1, 1960:
Richard

E. Graham, president

Raymond

deSaussure,

James F. QUinlan,
Wilmer
Allen

vice president
Jr., secretary

B. Martin, treasurer
B. Kaplan,

The membership

editor,

Cave Notes

roll for the same period

is as follows:

Thomas Aley, collaborator
(School of Forestry,
California,
Berkeley, California)
William B. Beatty,
advisor
Menlo Park, California)

(Stanford

University

Research

Institute,

Nell B. Causey, collaborator
(Fayetteville,
Arkansas)
Raym::mddeSaussure,
trustee,
staff (Lawrence Radiation
oratory, Livermore, California)

Lab-

Malcolm Farmer, advisor (Whittier
nia)
Willis J. Gertech,
collaborator
History, New York)

College,

Richard E. Graham. trustee,
History, New York)

(American Museumof Natural

staff

Whittier,

of

Califor-

(American Museumof Natural

Allen B. Kaplan,
collaborator
(Stanford Research Institute,
Menlo Park, California)
Arthur L. Lange, trustee,
staff (Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California)
Wiluer B. Martin, administrative
collaborator
(Utah Mining" &
Construction
co ;; San Francisco, California)
George D. Mowat,
collaborator
(Grubstake Exploration
Co.,
Hawthorne, Nevada)
Jares F. Quinlan, Jr., staff (Dept. of Geology, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas)
Douglas W. Schwartz, collaborator
(Museumof Anthropology,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentuoky)

Arthur

1. Lange, secretary:

1959-60.

Renewals:
Subscribers are reminded that #1 is due for the third volume of
Cave Notes, to be issued in 1961.
For convenience we are now accepting subscriptions for 1, 2, or 3 years at the rate of $1 per
year.
The bound volume
$3 per copy.

of

Cave Studies,
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#1-11 is still available

for

ANNOTATW BIBLIOORAfHI
GUILDAY,JCIlNE. & MARTINS. Bl!l<lDRR.Late Pleistocene records of the Yellowcheeked Vole, Microtus xanthognathua
(Leach), Carnegie Museum Annale, vol. 35,
art. 14, p. 315-330. June 10, 1960.
The late Pleistocene occurrence of M. :zanthognathu8 in cave deposits
Natural Chinneys, Virginia
and Lloyd's Rock Hole, Pennsylvania constitutes

ot

a

range extention of about 1400 miles south and east for this species.
H.m-SHAW,
ROBERTE.

ture.

Bats to Increaeee
in eave temperap, 396-398. Aug. 1960.

Responses of Free-tailed

Journal of Mamm:>logy,
wl.

41, #3,

Braken Cave, Texas has an estimated bat population of 20 million Tadarida
brasiliensis
mexicana. During the summerthese bats are seen flying about, preswnably to increase air circulation
and to avoid the cave temperature which approaches active body temperatures of these animals. Furthennore, the bats seem
more irritable,
since the 99°F temperature dncreaeee the amm:miacontent of the
subterranian atmosphere.
DONAT ZOPO, JOSE.

Grupo Espeliogico

Catalogo de simas 1 cavemaa de 18 provincia de Valencia.
Vilanova y Piera, Diputacion Provincal de Valencia,
11Op.

1960.
A list
of over 700 caves in the provence of Valencia, Spain.
cription of the cave and its location accompanies each listing.

KREKELER, C.H. Dispersal. of cavernicolous
#3, p. 119-130. Sept. 1959.

beetles.

Systematic

study of the problema related to determining
of a closely related, cave restricted
group of animals.

FING:EIU-W{, M. & w.c. KlBBERLY, Jr.
Trophic substances
Science, wl. 132, #3418, p, 44-45. July 1, 1960.

in

a

des-

Zoology, vol. 8,

An excellent

status

A brief

the

blind

taxonomic

crayfish.

A study
of endocrine regulation of pigIOOnteffectors
in the cave crayfish,
Orcanectes pellucidus australis
and the dwarf crayfish, Cambarellu8 shufeldti.

BARR, THOMAS C., Jr. & JOON F. LAW.im'l'CE. New cavernfco'Ioue species
of Agonum
(Rhadine) from Texas (Coleoptera: Carabidae). The Wassman Journal. of Biology:;
vo'l, 18, #1, p, 137-145. Spring 1960.
A description
of three new species and one new combination
the genus Agonwn (Rhad1ne) collected from Texas caves.

of

carabids(

Allen Kaplan,

in

editor

CAVE
NOTESis available bimonthly for $1.00 per year, or on exchange. IUd-year
subscriptions
receive the earlier
issues for that volume. Subscriptions and communications should be addressed to: CAVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, 19l1A Berkeley Way,
Berkeley 4, California.
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